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WHAT IS OPTIMISED?

OPTIMISED is developing and demonstrating a manufacturing scheduling optimisation system, which uses 

smart sensors and big data analytics to monitor and improve manufacturing performance. 

The impact of energy management on factory planning makes OPTIMISED stand out from the crowd of similar 

projects.

OPTIMISED uses the principles of MEASURE, SIMULATE, OPTIMISE

•   MEASURE: machine and operator performance, energy demand side response, IoT sensors.

• SIMULATE: production simulation, factory planning & operations models.

•   OPTIMISE: use data analytics to re-plan production schedule, operator and maintenance tasks, 

based on measurements.
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GOIMEK is a precision parts machining company engaged in a 

high mix / low volume environment. The company offers complete 

machining solutions for clients with diverse requirements and 

demands. GOIMEK is an expert in the machine tool, aeronautic and 

railway sector. However, in these environments, there are frequent changes to product 

catalogue, process flows, labour, material and energy usages. 

OPTIMISED is implementing factory level energy monitoring systems and strategic analysis 

tools based on simulations for GOIMEK. This will enable optimisation in energy and materials 

usage. Ultimately, this will reduce production inputs and improve competitiveness. 

Laing O’Rourke is an engineering construction company focused on 

the manufacturing of construction components in a controlled 

factory environment. 

This so called “Off site Fabrication” utilises modularisation of the 

architectural design to enable easy componentised installation at 

site, reducing construction time and the chance of dangerous incidents. 

OPTIMISED will synchronise the logistics with the factory production. Planning tools will enable 

a reduction in costs, greater efficiency, expansion of throughput and open up new markets for 

product. 

Alstom is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of advanced 

trains, railway equipment and related systems. Alstom also operates 

full servicing and maintenance facilities. 

The challenge of all maintenance operations lies in dealing with unplanned events or 

disruptions. An example being late detection of failures. OPTIMISED will allow Alstom to 

consistently deliver a working fleet every day, with the expected level of performance. 

A real-time and agile planning tool providing the depot management team with the optimal task 

sequence to deliver the service required to improve efficiency and minimise costs. 


